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Biblical Truth. The Location of the Lost Ten Tribes of Israel in the West in the Book of Genesis, by Yair Davidy.
The Bible is concerned mainly with the descendants of Israel. There were twelve tribes of Israel. Over the course of
time the children of Israel multiplied and became a great nation. Eventually ten out of the twelve tribes were exiled and
lost their identity. Only part of the Israelites were not exiled by the Assyrians and remained as a distinctive entity. These
are the Jews of Judah. Most of the Israelites were exiled by the Assyrians and disappeared. They are commonly referred
to as The Lost Ten Tribes of Israel. Biblical Truth tells us where these lost tribes are today. We have explained the
simple meaning of scripture according to the Hebrew text as well as rabbinical tradition, the opinions of revered
Classical commentators, and relevant background information. The basic message is extremely important and in some
ways the most significant revelation of this age. Genesis tells of the creation of the world and the emergence of the
Israelite people. It tells us who the forefathers of the Hebrew were, what they did, and what promises they received. The
deeds of the Patriarchs and the events of their lives often foreshadow what would happen to their descendants. Part of
their offspring lost their identity. We can discover who these Lost Israelites are by the prototypical actions of the
forefathers and the blessings they received and comparing them with historical reality. This is what Biblical Truth
does.
Biblical Truth tells us what the Book of Genesis says concerning the present-day identity, and future destiny, of the
Israelite tribes including those whose descendants are unaware of their Hebrew ancestry. Biblical Truth is the truth of
the Bible. Genesis predicts that the descendants of Israel would number many millions, that all other peoples would be
blessed through them, and be dependent upon them. They were to rule over other nations, become exceedingly
prosperous and possess vast natural resources. Monarchs of several nations, ruling at one and the same time, were to
emerge from them. This is now the case with the monarchies of Western Europe. There were twelve different tribes, ten
of whom were to loose their identity. Each tribe had its own distinctive qualities. After being exiled, the tribes evolved
into the dominant elements of several western nations. National characteristics of the countries in question reflect the
original tribal distinctions. The USA with Britain and her daughters descend from Joseph who was to receive the major
blessings. was to receive the rights of the first-born. The Israelites were to possess the gate of his enemies and the gate
of those who hate them (Genesis 24:60). This means major strategic points giving an edge over all potential adversaries.
Maintaining and expanding strategic overseas vantage points has become an intrinsic aspect of their foreign and
military policy. The USA and Britain are essentially unique amongst World Empires in this respect. The USA and
Britain have had this advantage and still do. Israelites (especially Joseph) were to become the most powerful nations in
the world, to be immensely blessed and to bring a blessing to all the peoples of the earth. Joseph Genesis identifies the
Lost Ten Tribes of Israel with the USA, Britain, and related nations. This is Biblical Truth. Biblical Truth is the truth
of the Bible. Biblical Truth can speak to you, and for you.
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